Abstract. The low hierarchy in NP [27] and the extended low hierarchy [8] We also examine the mterrelatlonships among the levels of the low hierarchies and the classes of sets reducible to or equivalent to sparse and tally sets under different notions of reduclblhty.
Introduction
The low hierarchy within NP (with levels~~, L,. L~, L~, . . . ) was defined and studied by Schoning [27] as a way to classify the complexity of sets within NP that seem to encode less information than NP-complete sets. In essence, Schoning proves in [27] For example, we show the existence of a sparse set that is not in ELZ, thus answering a question posed in [7] . Although we are able to construct sets that are not in certain levels of the extended low hierarchy, we cannot hope to prove similar results for the low hierarchy within NP, unless we are first able to prove P # NP. Given that this is beyond current techniques, the best that we can do is to construct oracles relative to which certain classes are not contained in given levels of the low hierarchy.
Our results are summarized in Tables I and II. As one can see, in most cases, we are able to present lowness results that are best possible (at least using relativizable techniques).
The results in these tables show, for example, that the sparse sets in NP do seem to have different lowness properties from the co-sparse sets in NP, and that it is very unlikely that every set in P/poly can be shown to have the same lowness properties as the sets in RP have.
We find that, in trying to understand the structure of the low hierarchies, it is helpful to study the lowness properties of the classes of sets reducible to or equivalent to sparse and tally sets under various notions of reducibility. These results are summarized in Tables III and IV. Finally, we note that all oracles constructed in this paper are recursive.
Definitions
We assume that the reader is familiar with fundamental notions such as NP and the polynomial hierarchy.
Following
[23], for all k a O we define Lk to be the class of sets L in NP such that~~'~= ZI, and~~is the class of sets L such that A~'L = A~. Thus, the sets in the low hierarchy are those sets in NP that provide no additional power to some level of the polynomial hierarchy, whenA given as a: oracle. Some basic properties of this hierarchy are that L~= L~= L, = P, and LI = NP (7 CONP. Also, for all k, L~z L~+l G L~+l. L, [5] L, [5] L , [5] L , [51 Every set in NP that is s~, reducible to a sparse set is in L2 .
PROOF .
Let A be a set in NP such that A sfi S1 for some sparse set S1, Let f be the many E,( SPARSE) ( E,( TALL Y)) to be the class of sets L such that there exists some sparse (tally) set S such that L s~S and S <~L. In addition to [34] , results concerning these classes may be found in [2]. Our paper makes brief mention of the classes APT (''almost polynomial time, " the class of sets that can be accepted by machines whose running time is polynomial outside of some sparse set) [26] , and P-close (the class of sets that are the symmetric difference of a set in P and a sparse set) [29] . The only facts we need concerning these classes are (1) every sparse set is in P-close, and (2) every set in P-close is s il~t-reducible to a sparse set. Our proofs in this paper will make use of a standard enumeration There is a sparse set that is not in ELZ.
PROOF. Our goal is to construct a sparse set S such that L = {x: I x I = n, ye~n That completes the construction of stage j. The set S is U, Sj. Note that, at each stage, at most 2 strings are placed into S, and thus S has at most two strings of any length n. Thus, S is sparse. U COROLLARY 5
-co-SPARSE~ELZ .
-P-close~ELZ.
-P/poly~ELz. -E,( SPARSE) Q ELZ, for any standard reducibility s~. -P,( SPARSE)~ELZ, for any standard reducibility <~.
In trying to prove best possible results on lowness and extended lowness, we were led to make improvements on previously known lowness results concerning sparse sets and left cuts of real numbers. The rest of this section deals with these improvements.
It was shown in [29] that ET( SPARSE) G EL~; the following result improves this slightly. We may assume without loss of generality that f is an honest reduction.
Then L <~, T' and T' CPSAT'=.
Let A e NP~; so there is a machine ikl, that accepts A with oracle L. Let A' = { (x, t): t is the encoding of a finite tally set, and Aft accepts x with oracle t}. Note that if t is an encoding of the elements of T of length < I xl'+ i, then XCA * (x, t)eA'.
Note also that A'GNP. Let Lbea general cut. Note that, for all lengths n, there is a string (which we shall call max.) such that for all x. z e ( X*. Z" n E), x. z e L e x. z < max..
Let T be the set { l"Oi: the ith bit of the fractional part of max,l is 1}. T is easily seen to be in ET( TALLY).
It is also easy to see that T =~L. There is an oracle A relative to which RP is not contained in L1. PROOF. We present an oracle A such that the set L = {x: 3 y I y I = 2 I x \ and xye A} is irj RP~, and such that the set B = {O": 3x=X" xf~) 
Stage 1 = (~, j).
Choose n so that n > (nl_l + i +j)'+] and2n > (n' + i)(n + i + j)z+~, and set n~-n. Continue this process for all queries asked by P, on input On. Note that membership for at most (n' + i)( n + i + j) Z'J strings is decided in this way.
When the simulation of PI finally halts, there are two cases. Case 1. PiM~accepts O". In t@is case place into A all strings of length 3 n that have not been reserved for A. It is easy to verify that for all x c Z n there are at least 2 'n -1 strings y = EZ~such that xy GA. Thus, every string in X n is in L, and thus On #B, which was the condition that needed to be satisfied.
Furthermore,
we have maintained the straightforward RP~membership test for L.
Case 2.
P,"$ rejects On. In this case, let X = { xl, Xt, . . . , x,} be the elements x of Z" for which there is some y of length 2 I x I such that xy has been placed into A. For each x e X, there are at least 2Z I x I -(n' + i)(n + i +_j)'+J > 2Z 1X1-1 strings y G lX2 I -' I such that xy has not been reserved for A. Place each such string xy into~. Thus, we have maintained the straightforward RP A membership test for L. Furthermore, since r < (n' + i)( n + i + j) '+J < 2', there are strings x e~n -X and for such strings x there is no y e X2 I' I such that xy is in A. Thus, One B, which guarantees that PiM~does not recognize B.
COROLLARY
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-There is an oracle relative to which BPP (l NP is not contained in Lz. -There is an oracle relative to which coAiW ('l NP is not contained in L2.
The next result concerns P-selective and P-cheatable sets. P-selective sets were defined by Selman in [32] and have been studied since then in [23] and [33] and numerous other papers. It was shown in [23] that every P-selective set in NP is in L z, and in [3] it was shown that all P-selective sets are in EL z.
P-cheatable sets have been studied by several authors in the last few years (see [31, [4] , [10] and [14] ). In [3] , it was shown that the P-cheatable sets are in There is an oracle A relative to which there is a set in NP that is P-selective and P-cheatable and is not in L1.
PROOF. In some ways this oracle construction is similar to the preceding one, except that we must build extra information into the oracle A in order to ensure the set L is P '4-selective and P"-1-cheatable.
Let us say that A is legal for L if A and L satisfy the following five requirements:
-for all x and y such that x < y, exactly one of the strings ll(x, y, X),11(X, y, y), lo(x, y, x), 1O(X, y, y) 
-If lx] < lyl, then 10(x, y,x)+A.
We say that A is legal if there exists a set L such that A is legal for L. Note that for any set L there exist infinitely many sets A such that A is legal for L. Note also that if A is legal for L, then L is in NP~, by condition (1).
Conditions
(2), (3), and (4) On input (w, z), let x = min(w, z) and y = max(w, z). If w = z, then XL(w) = X1( z), so one query to L suffices. Otherwise: Make at most four queries to A to find for which u~{x, y} and b 6 {O, 1} is lb (x, y,u) in A.
Let v denote the string in {x, y} -{ u}. On input (w, z), let x = min( w, z) and Y = max( w, z). If w = z, then output w. Otherwise: Make at most four queries to A to find for which u e {x, y} and b e {O, 1} is lb(x, y,u) in A.
Let v denote the string in {x, y} -{ u}. output v.
It is easy to verify that f satisfies the conditions required for L to be P~-selective. Let B = {0":
Vxc Z" x~L}.
Clearly, B is in coNP~~PNP'S'. We build A in such a way that B is not i: PNPA, thus showing that the P~-selective and P'-1-cheatable set L is not in L;. As before, in stage (i, j), we guarantee that f~r all deterministic machines P, and for all nondeterministic machines M~, P,MI does not recognize B, while maintaining the condition that A is legal for L.
At the beginning of each stage, there will be finite sets of strings that are reserved for A and for A, respectively.
As each stage progresses, more strings will be reserved for A and A-. z > x such that 10(x, z, x) is reserved for A, then z is also reserved for L; this means that some string Ozv must be reserved for A. for some v of the same length as z. The consequences of reserving a string can be complex.
In order to minimize this complexity, we take pains to ensure that we avoid reserving strings for L. 
Stage 1 = (~,~).
Choose n so that n > (nl_l + i +.j)'+~and 2" > (ni + i)(n + i +j)z+J, and set nl-2(n + i +j)'+]. The first step of this stage is to reserve for A all strings in OE r such that rz.~< r < n~and r # 2 n, Now note the following reserve 11(x, y, x) for A, and reserve 11(x, y, y), 1O(X, y, x), 1O(X, y, y) for A-.
Next, reserve for A all strings w of the form 1 b ( x, y, z) where either z~{x, y}orx2y, such that2 Iyl+lsnf.
It may now be verified that the only strings of length s n~/2 that are not reserved are strings of the form Oxy where I x I = I y I = n, and strings of the form lb(x, y, z) where x<y and z6 {x,-Y} and I YI = n. Furthermore, A has the property that for every subset C of 2 'z, there is a set L with L (l X" = C such that there is an extension of A that is legal for~.
That is, no matter how we choose to reserve strings of length n for L or L, there is a legal extension of A that will enable us to reserve those strings in that way. Next, begin a simulation of P, on input On with oracle M,A. Let w, be the first query asked by Pi in this computation. If there is a set S that is a legal extension of A such that M: accepts w,, then choose one accepting path p of M, on input w, with oracle S, and let Q be the set of strings that are qugied along this path, Rese~ve all the strings in Q (7 S for A, and reserve for A all the strings in Q n S; in order to maintain the legality of A, it may be necessary to reserve other strings at this time too. Note that the size of Q is at Case 4. w is reserved for A, and w =_l 1( x, y, y), with x < y. Reserve ll(x, y, x), lO(x, y, x), 10(x, y, y) for A. This case is symmetric to Case 3; in this case, it is x that must be reserved for L if y is already reserved for L.
Case 5. w is reserved for A, and w =_l O( x, y, x), with x < y. Reserve 11(x, y, y), 11(x, y, x), 1O(X. y, y) for A.
Note that by condition (5), if 10(x, y, x) is in a legal set A, itimplies that I x I = \ y I = n. Since no~tring in Z" has been reserved for~, this does not cause y to be reserved for L.
If x has been reserved for L, then this causes y to be reserved for L; charge y to w. Also, some z q S n must be found such that Oyz can be reserved for A; charge Oyz to w. Now continue as in Case 1.
Case 6. w is reserved for A, and w =_l O( x, y, y), with x < y. Reserve 11(x, y, y), lO(X, y, x), 11(x, y, y) for A.
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If y has been reserved for L, and x has not yet been reserved for L, then this causes x to be reserved for L (and x has length n); charge x to w. Also, some z E E" must be found such that Oxz can be reserved for A; charge Oxz to w. Now continue as in Case 1. Long and Sheu [24a] , who cgnstruct an oracle relative to which there is a co-sparse set in NP that is not in LL.
Conclusions
The study of the low hierarchy is motivated by the desire to have evidence that certain classes of sets contain no NP-complete sets. The lower in the low hierarchy a class resides, the stronger the evidence is that its sets are not NP-complete.
In order to have the strongest evidence possible, it is natural to try to improve on known lowness results. Thus, it is important to know what sorts of lowness results are impossible given the current state of the art, and which improvements might reasonably be sought; this paper is the first contribution in this direction. We have examined the current state of knowledge concerning the lowness properties of certain classes of sets. In many cases, we have been able to present lowness results that are provably optimal, and in most cases we have been able to present lowness results that cannot be improved using any relativizable proof technique.
In addition, we have studied the lowness properties of the classes of sets equivalent to or reducible to sparse and tally sets. These results help clarify the structure underlying the low hierarchies.
As the tables indicate, further progress on placing sets at the correct level of the low hierarchies may hinge on resolving the question of whether P/poly = E~(SPARSE).
This question, mentioned both in [34] 
